
 

How To Share Explorers from your Unit’s OSM to SE Explorer Expeditions 

  

1. In the select menu, choose the Select->Clear selection option to make sure no Explorers are already selected. 

 

2. Select the Explorers you want to share with SE Explorer Expeditions by ticking boxes in the top left corner of the box 

for each Explorer. 

 

3. Check the text at the top of the column on right which confirms how many Explorers are selected – and that it 

matches the number you want to share. 

 

4. Select the Share with other sections menu on the right of the screen 



 

How To Share Explorers from your Unit’s OSM to SE Explorer Expeditions 

  

6. The Share Members window pops up. 

7. Ignore the Share to your section box, and instead click Age range and choose Explorers(and 

Network). 

8. Finally click the Share x Members button at the bottom right of the screen. 



 

How To Share Explorers from your Unit’s OSM to SE Explorer Expeditions 

  

10. A search box that appears beneath Explorers (and Network) 

 

11. The name of the section you will need to select is 

Craigalmond Explorers:SE Explorer Expeditions 

12. Keep typing Craigalmond Explorers: SE Explorers Expeditions  until you see SE Explorer Expeditions as 

an option in the list 

 

13. Select it with your mouse or cursor keys so the Section shown in the text box beneath the 

Explorers(and Network) box is Craigalmond Explorers:SE Explorer Expeditions 

 

14. Finally click the Share x Members button at the bottom right 

 

15. The records have been shared and the SEEE team will be notified and accept the transfer. 



 

How To Share Explorers from your Unit’s OSM to SE Explorer Expeditions 

 

How do we use the shared record and what will Explorers/parents see? 

 

 

1. When the parents go into Parent Portal  they should see a new entry under the My Children 

list for their Explorer and the SE Explorer Expeditions section – see the example of Gordon 

above.. 

2. They can click on Personal Details, Events, Payments etc. to see the relevant information for 

SE Explorer Expeditions. 

3. Sharing allows the Explorer’s Personal details and badge records to be accessed from all of 

the OSM sections it is shared to. 

4. SE Explorer Expeditions create a small number of additional fields to record personal 

information that we require which parents enter via the parent portal – but this is  generally 

not visible to other sections (and the reverse applies equally). 

5. We will not change Badge records for your Explorers – we may refer to this to check for 

example if they hold any First Aid certificates. 

 


